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Abstract. The potential afforded by the open search spaces of both 
agent-based models and evolutionary engines have given architecture 
yet another set of computational tools to play with, yet more often than 
not, they are used in isolation from one another.  This research 
explores the set of techniques and results of having combined swarm 
formations, FEM software and an evolutionary engine within a 
parametric modeling environment such that they induce structurally 
intelligent swarm (SIS) morphologies.  These morphologies are 
situated within normative architectural assemblies by means of 
parametric grafting techniques.  Savage gothic materiality, as 
described by John Ruskin, as well as the work of Eva Hesse are 
referenced as the basis for these explorations.  Speculations are made 
as to refining the engineering capabilities, expanding on programmatic 
applications and testing integrated SIS assemblies at larger scales. 

 

1. From Swarming-in to Swarming-as Architecture 

The adoption of swarms into architectural design has ushered in a profound 
capacity to instrumentalize large populations of agents toward discovering 
and developing intelligent solutions within complex environments.  Simple 
interactions between many thousands (even millions) of autonomous agents 
enable emergent behaviors to explicitly form and inform a design.  While 
swarms in architecture may appear to be a relatively new phenomenon given 
the correlation to their prevalence in the discipline of computer science, 
swarms can be traced, in a sense, to Gothic architectural performance.  
When describing the Nature of Gothic, John Ruskin correlates savageness 
with the animal populations of the north.  In doing so, Ruskin positions the 
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bodies of animals as well as the material bodies of architecture as inflecting 
the force of their environment as registered through their textured surfaces: 

―And, having once traversed in thought this gradation of the 
zoned iris of the earth in all its material vastness, let us go 
down nearer to it, and watch the change in the belt of animal 
life; the multitude of swift and brilliant creatures that glance in 
the air and sea, or tread the sands of the southern zone… Let 
us contrast their delicacy and brilliancy of colour, and 
swiftness of motion, with the frost-cramped strength, and 
shaggy covering, and dusky plumage of the northern tribes… 
and then submissively acknowledge the great laws by which the 
earth and all that it bears are ruled through their being.‖ 
(Ruskin) 

 
The ability of an animal herd to produce an intricate reading of the land 
positions swarms as a sensitive and robust population resistant to the 
―unnatural‖ stability of visual symmetry all the while adhering to a greater 
law that governs their tendency to seek out their own conditional balance.  
The constant production of disequilibrium through the seeking of 
equilibrium is something that swarms have been designed to perpetually 
achieve in the architectural project.   

Often, swarms are observed and directly translated into human societies 
with the claim of offering a viable or more desirable model of societal 
behavior continuing William Morton Wheeler‘s hierarchical projection of 
super-superorganisms. In many ways, this could be seen also as a shift away 
from anthropocentric models of architecture toward the projection of other 
forms of biological life as a way of organizing the city.  This mode of 
operation is obviously problematic in that it assumes that ―natural‖ systems 
offer an inherent viability when searching for solutions and are appropriate 
for direct transference across scales and media.  This is certainly 
understandable given technology‘s tendency toward remixing and 
remediation – and there certainly is value in such explorations.  

In contrast to techniques of direct transference, there is another set of 
agent-based projects that has started to emerge where swarms are not so 
much imaged as architecture but rather as inflected patterns within and 
through the architectural body.  Projects such as Biothing‘s Kaohsiung Pop 
Center or Kokkugia‘s Babiy Yar Memorial serve as such an example.  It 
could be argued that this is a contemporary continuation of Ruskin‘s implied 
swarms that offers a more sophisticated and integrated relationship between 
swarming and the production of architectural form.  In particular, the 
remixing and layering of differential systems, such as in Andrasek‘s project 
descriptions (e.g. magnetic stitching + Brownian erosion = resilient adaptive 
planning logics), in turn produce a kind of synthetic life that at least 
obscures if not invalidates the premise that natural life is the sole proprietor 
of complex and viable solution spaces.  In the cases of these synthetic 
swarms, the agents in question do not simply operate as autonomous 
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formations imaged as isolated objects within some site, but rather as 
integrated effects born out of autonomous behaviors that in turn augment 
and provide new legibility to the sites they inhabit.  This is a radical 
alternative to the aforementioned super-superorganism model in that a 
project‘s success is not so much measured in its relative similarity to any 
referenced system, but rather in its ability to augment, mutate, transform or 
otherwise change presently existing bodies of architecture whether 
historical, conceptual, informatics, material, and so on.  Toward this end, 
this research aims to develop generic grafting techniques such that any 
swarm can become an integrated part of an otherwise normative 
architectural assembly. 

 Adding to this new understanding are new tools that exploit software 

interoperability, in particular, the Geometry Gym tools developed by Jon 

Mirtschin.  These tools make possible new forms of generative design by 

connecting parametric assemblies in grasshopper with a range of different 

analysis software packages such as ANSYS and SAP2000.  This research 

aims at exploring these tools in order to begin to define explicit territories 

that they might produce. 

 It should be noted that this research explicitly focuses on emergent 

structural morphologies afforded by the defined relationships between 

interoperable softwares.  This is not to say that other aspects such as social, 

psychological, economic, or conventionally environmental are not 

important.  Rather, this set of investigations is concerned with providing a 

base methodology through which other economies and interests could be 

explored in future work. 

2. Enabling New Efficiencies 

It should be noted that most, if not all, architectural projections of swarm-
generated buildings are imaged as static instances of otherwise dynamic 
processes.  While architects are usually interested in building in general, this 
raises questions as to what information within the swarm continues to 
actively contribute to the development of any given project.  The fact that a 
swarm becomes frozen at a single moment of its existence otherwise limits 
its behavior.  However, the complexity of that instance does not dictate a 
single solution (and in fact resists single solutions), but rather a set of 
solutions given a set of constraints such as materiality, structural sizing and 
loading of the structure.  To use terminology borrowed from scientific 
experimentation: by projecting an instance of the swarm as a control 
variable, other architectural aspects may be explored as dependent variables 
relative to that form.  This research accesses and makes use of the incredible 
amount of latent information within frozen instances of a swarm in order to 
discover new structurally informed morphologies. 
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At first glance, snapping a moment out of an active agent-based space 
might seem undesirable, it actually opens up an opportunity to overcome (or 
at least sidestep) a fundamental problem presented by swarms when 
attempting to integrate them with analytical software.  Critical to a swarm‘s 
functionality as a design tool is its ability to remain relatively 
computationally inexpensive.  If agents within a swarm have to perform 
overly complex sets of individual calculations, models either become too 
slow and inefficient to run given a fixed number of agents or the number of 
agents must be reduced, thus decreasing the intensive capacity of the model.  
In other words, a swarm‘s intelligence is directly related to how many 
agents it is able to sustain (more is typically better) and how efficiently it 
can develop solutions (faster is better).  Augmenting flows of information 
should ideally yield more productive results rather than negatively 
disrupting the otherwise natural circulation of information. 

 One instance of inefficiency and computational expense within swarms 

can be found when attempting to form feedback loops between active agent-

based models and analytical software, in this case structural analysis (finite 

element method - FEM) software.  The intended purpose of forming such a 

connection lies in the ability to incorporate structural performance into a 

swarm‘s behavior.  But structural calculations are computationally 

expensive as structural sizing, materiality, connections and loading must all 

be accounted for.  This is compounded when dealing with large numbers of 

structural segments.  Perhaps a more critical question lies in what structural 

logic any instance of a swarm should assume at all.  With so many parts and 

such a range of complex interconnections, a uniform approach would fail to 

make use of the latent structural intelligence that a swarm has to offer.  This 

is made more difficult given that in many cases, the structural solution is 

beyond intuitive or conventionally determinable means.  By separating 

structural calculations and spatial swarming from one another, their own 

efficiencies can be maintained.  However, a method for advantageously 

[re]connecting them without sacrificing efficiency is needed.  By making 

use of Geometry Gym tools in Grasshopper, swarm formations are run 

through evolutionary feedback loops between Galapagos and SAP2000 

FEM software to search for solutions that explicitly express the latent 

structural intelligence of swarm formations. 

3. Real-time Interactive Swarms 

Flocking swarms are one of the oldest forms of agent-based models.  
Originally developed by Craig Reynolds (1984), they mimic the spatial 
behavior of flocks of birds or schools of fish by charging agents with 
separation, cohesion and alignment values as well as a local envelope of 
perception.  Particle swarm optimization, as described by Kennedy and 
Eberhardt (1995) is a stochastic global optimization method for continuous 
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functions. This research makes use of a derivative of such a model
i
 

consisting of spatially located nodes that emit agents which in turn leave 
traces of their paths as they move through space.  The model defines a limit 
to the length of their paths (in terms of segments) as well as capping the 
number of agents simultaneously populating the environment (they 
terminate once they reach their targeted emitter).  These agents flock in 
relation to one another while also being affected by the trails left by 
previous agents.  This allows an agent‘s history to influence future particles 
in the system.  The resulting swarm serves as an optimal pathfinder through 
3-dimensional space given a particular emitter organization (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 

 
In an effort to avoid stagnation and provide adjustability, the swarm 

contains a real-time interface where the user can reposition emitter nodes 
thus forcing the swarm to reorganize while accounting for the history of the 
previously optimal organization.  The ability to quickly test and augment 
results allows for the swarm to be easily tuned within a given space.  This 
also provides an opportunity to interactively understand the swarm during 
states of initialization, equilibrium and transition (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 

4. Swarmed Instances 

Any single snapshot of these swarms contain a minimum of several hundred 
thousand line segments representing each instance of an agent‘s trajectory 
through space and as such are quite heavy to process into usable curvature.  
Simply taking them out of their dynamic environment isn‘t enough to make 
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them useable within FEM software.  In order to manage this problem, these 
paths are exported, joined, culled and parametrically rebuilt resulting in 
similar curve networks with a much lighter computational footprint.  
However, the nature of the flocking swarm does not initially produce a 
structurally viable formation as most paths tend not to intersect one another.  
As such, a secondary layer of curves is produced by means of a proximity 
mesh through the swarm much the same way webbing connects chords to 
one another within a truss (Figure 3).  Alone, the proximity mesh serves as a 
minimal solution within the excessive redundancy of the swarm.  However, 
the conceptual and aesthetic dissonance between these two layers is seen as 
undesirable and opens up a new line of questioning that focuses on how the 
minimal solution of the proximity mesh might be accessed so that the swarm 
might induce deviations from what otherwise ultimately operates as a single 
linear span between 2 points. 

 
Figure 3 

5. [Re]Mobilizing Post-Minimal Tactics 

Post-minimalism was at best an incomplete movement discovered only in 
retrospect by Robert Pincus-Witten defined as ―attempts [that] embraced 
open and unstable modes, forms not only beautiful in themselves despite 
their unfamiliarity – beautiful on the level of unmediated sensation – but 
forms that also called into question the stabilized appearance of the day‘s 
abstraction.‖ (Pincus-Witten, 198?)  In many ways, a particular segment of 
post-minimalist art works similarly to swarms in that minimal sets of 
common instructions are assigned through large populations of agents such 
that excessive conditions emerge as a result.  Additionally, the ambition of 
this research is to understand how an isolated (and thus static) form 
formation might be able to be reactivated, thus overcoming its appearance of 
stability.  The most direct and self-evident instance of this endeavor lies in 
the suspended fiberglass and string explorations of Eva Hesse (Figures 4a & 
4b).   
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Figure 4a: Right After (1969), Milwaukee Art Museum            
Figure 4b : Untitled (Rope Piece)1970, Whitney Museum 

 
While the conceptual nature of Hesse‘s work is akin to the 

ambitions of these explorations (negative embodiment,
ii

 non-signifying 
form, etc.), the forms themselves also offer literal similarities that the 
research might borrow from and exploit.  First, Hesse‘s pieces are a 
derivative of proximity mesh organizations whereby linear material 
geometries connect stochastically selected pairs of points in space that fall 
within a minimum and maximum distance from one another as abstracted in 
Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 

 
This process is repeated in her work with variable lengths of rope until an 
intensity is achieved capable of effectively expressing the assembly‘s 
materially specific intelligence.  This similarity opens up an opportunity to 
understand the straight segments of our proximity mesh as something that 
can bend and sag in a way that responds to and expresses changing 
conditions within the swarm.  Second, the physical reality of the assembly 
reveals a set of structural potentials.  Immediately obvious to the architect‘s 
eye is the prevalence of catenary curves which serve as a diagram of 
gravity‘s force through a given length of string fixed between two points.  
Individually, this might not be particularly interesting, but the aggregate 
force of multiple catenaries in combination with the suspension cables‘ 
connecting nodes in the proximity mesh to the ceiling reveal an 
indeterminate variability within the assemblage (Figure 6).  The shifting of 
any single node triggers a cascading process of reorganization through the 
entire system as points shift through space, bending each catenary strand 
accordingly as it seeks out a new conditional equilibriums.  This second 
instance, while providing insight into how our swarm might behave once 
physically realized, exposes the necessity to assume that there is not an 
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intuitively obvious equilibrium. Furthermore, changes within a single aspect 
of the assembly induce changes within the system as a whole within the 
design process itself.  This problem is founded on the high degree of 
connectivity between parts by distributing the transference of force 
throughout the assemblage.  This realization indicates that our swarm needs 
a means of evaluating global system performance while incrementally 
varying and tracking individual components within the assembly in relation 
to that global performance.  We know already from Hesse‘s work that these 
relationships are distributed and resist linear performance and results.  
Similarly a distributed, non-linear method for simulating a form-finding 
process is needed. 

6. Structural Grafting 

Rather than testing these swarms as autonomous, stand-alone objects, a 
normative structure is used as a host for the PSO assemblies.  In order to 
integrate these two structures into one another, a grafting definition is used 
so that they can be tested as a whole ( Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 

The grafting sequence itself is broken into three parts: (a) structural decay; 
(b) graft generation; and (c) graft relaxation.  Structural decay, as described 
in Figure 7, operates upon a series of structuralized surfaces that operate 
somewhere between the massing of the host building and the approximate 
massing of the PSO formation. 

 
Figure 7 

Graft generation, as described in Figure 8, produces a series of swarm-like 
curves that bridge between the edges of the PSO formation and the decayed 
structure. 

 
Figure 8 
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Lastly, graft relaxation (Figure 9) takes place which allows the two systems 
to blend into one another prior to running the system through the 
evolutionary loop, thus producing an integrated assembly of nodes and 
structural members that can be generatively sized, modeled, tested and 
evaluated. 

 
Figure 9 

This process produces a sequence as described in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 

 

A randomly structurally sized prototype was produced in order to test the 
aesthetic product as well as preliminarily exploring methods for modelling 
and rendering a fully skinned instance that covered the normative structure 
as well as surrounding the grafted PSO structure (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11 

7. Evolutionary Modeling 

By establishing a set of variable geometric properties given a singular 
material,

iii
 the swarm can make use of evolutionary processes so that it may 

arrive at informed structural solutions based on global performance criteria.  
Toward this end, the swarm is subdivided into sets of component parts 
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forming the variable unit for structural simulation and analysis.  It is worth 
noting that swarms themselves display evolutionary characteristics while 
they are active.  However, once ‗frozen‘ they only (and at best) provide a 
history of that evolution much the same way the rings within a cut tree 
display a history of a once but no-longer living system. 

7.1. CURVE AND CONNECTION POINT SETS 

Using a proxy geometry that approximates the swarm components (Figure 
11), the geometry is broken down into component parts in order to provide a 
parametric framework.  The first level of subdivision differentiates between 
agent path curves and proximity mesh curves.  A point set is then distributed 
through each agent path curve based on a fixed frequency of length 
identifying pinned connection points for the proximity mesh curves (Figure 
12).  These points are capable of shifting as the assembly deflects.  End 
points of the agent path curves constitute a separate point set that serve as 
fixed connection points.  These points will not shift as the assembly 
deflects. 

                       
Figures 11 & 12                              

 

7.2. CURVE VARIABILITY 

Each agent path curve is assigned a value for structural size with straight 
segments spanning from point to point within each respective curve.  In the 
interest of limiting evolutionary variability within the high number of 
proximity mesh segments, curvature, structural sizing, and curve 
segmentation are compressed into a single parametric component (Figures 
13 & 14).   

 
Figure 13 
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Figure 14 

 
The logic of the component is as follows:  straight proximity mesh segments 
are restructured as single span 3-degree curves resulting in a set of 4 control 
vertices (CV‘s) per curve.  While the end points remain connected to their 
respective agent path curves, the remaining CV‘s are each attracted to a 
nearest point condition found within a differentially scaled set of agent path 
curves.  This process distorts the curves as to provide a way for the swarm, 
through its internal proximities, to produce locally driven curvature (Figure 
15). 

    
Figure 15 

 
This induces omni-directional curvature that differentiates in magnitude on 
a per segment basis within the proximity mesh as it distributes through the 
agent path curves.  The relative magnitude of induced proximity mesh 
curvature is managed through a single sensitivity value.  As the sensitivity 
value increases, so does relative curvature which in turn parametrically 
drives structural sizing and segmentation.

iv
  The combination of agent path 

curve structural sizing and proximity mesh sensitivity value constitute the 
variables flowing into the Galapagos evolutionary engine. It is also worth 
noting that given the scale of internal offset between the two systems with a 
fixed sensitivity value, a falloff occurs in terms of individual curve length.  
As the scale increases, fewer and fewer of the longest members are accessed 
to the full extent of the sensitivity value (Figure 16). 
 

 
Figure 16 
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7.3. EVOLUTIONARY LOOP 

Making use of Geometry Gym tools,
v
 these structurally defined swarm 

assemblies are imported into SAP2000 and tested for deflection at a 
centralized point given the assembly‘s dead load.  A deflection result is 
generated for each instance of the assembly and evaluated against a minimal 
fitness value.  By establishing this feedback loop between Galapagos-
generated swarm iterations and their resultant deflection values generated in 
SAP2000, emergent solutions should express the latent structural 
intelligence of the swarm.  The variability provided by the evolutionary 
engine effectively teases out behavioral tendencies of the assembly in 
relation to the fitness value provided (Figure 17). 

. 

 
Figure 17 

8. Results 

The main ambition of this first line of explorations is to assign structural 
sizing throughout a swarm formation on a per member basis in order to 
achieve a fitness criteria that is looped through an evolutionary engine.  
Many of the struggles came with getting the evolutionary engine to 
approach a solution as some tests did not yield an optimal result (Figures 18 
& 19). 
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Figure 18 

                         
Figure 19 
 

This is attributed to the incomplete nature of the structure itself given that 
an ―incomplete‖ or not yet optimized instance was sampled.  The result is 
that no solutions were able to approach a fitness value as new combinations 
of member sizing were not able to generate any evolutionary momentum 
that value.  However, once more robust swarms were tested, optimal 
assemblies did begin to emerge as evidenced through the Galapagos record 
(Figure 20). 

 

    
Figure 20 

Successful instances were then meshed using a meatball definition and very 
low intensity mesh dynamic mesh relaxation in order to mitigate the 
unresolved joints between each member as well as testing ideas of skinning 
the structure itself, similar to how Hesse ―skinned‖ rope with latex.  These 
tests even went so far as to produce a 3D print (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 

9. Conclusions and Future Work 

While the initial exercise is viewed as a success due to achieving generative 
products through the interoperability of agent-based models, structural 
analysis software and parametric environments, there is a tremendous 
amount of exploration yet to be had.  In general, efforts were primarily 
geared toward aesthetic interests, formal component integration through 
grafting, the production of and successful approach toward an informed 
evolutionary fitness value, and the production of manifold (prototype-able) 
geometries.  However, there are three explicit territories that this research 
must now gear itself toward.  First, techniques must be developed to inform 
fitness values through a set of moments within the assembly (as opposed to 
just one).  Computational limits and the resulting time it takes to run a full 
evolutionary model (ranging from days to weeks) mandated this limited and 
otherwise undesirable single test moment approach.  Increasing the number 
of available processing cores would likely remedy this problem, but it would 
require coding these processes such those additional cores would actually be 
accessed.  Second, prototyping must evolve simultaneously in two 
directions.  It must tackle the problem of fabrication and assembly at 
increasing scales while also exploiting 3D printing technologies that can 
integrate color coded structural behavior into the print itself.  This is 
something that is quite affordable and accessible through the use of new 
models of ZCorp printers.  Both of these tactics would allow physical 
models to contain more information within them.  Lastly, a greater range of 
PSO formations should be explored in a programmatic context and 
evaluated as architectural projects.  Toward this end, the techniques 
articulated in this paper will be deployed through a research studio in the 
Winter 2012 term at the [blinded out] and through a series of workshops 
held at various venues.  This will broaden the spectrum of SIS in imaged 
architectural applications and help develop methods for more seamlessly 
integrating the methods into design processes.  The next generation of 
projects coming out of Synthetiques and the Laboratory for Integrative 
Design will make use of SIS methods at various scales as well.  Both the 
premise of structurally informed swarms and explicit techniques for grafting 
into existing structures is an exciting one that promises a robust future in the 
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context of efficiency, adaptive reuse and sustainability as we seek out new 
ways to inhabit and re-inhabit the polis. 
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i
 This is a modified version of a piece of open-source Processing code written by  Ioannis 

(Yiannis) Chatzikonstantinou  (http://prototy.blogspot.com) 
ii

 For a remarkably insightful view into this concept, please see Denise Birkhofer‘s article, 

―Eva Hesse and Mira Schendel: Voiding the Body — Embodying the Void‖ in Women‘s Art 
Journal, Fall/Winter 2010. 
iii

 In this case, round steel tubing is chosen in anticipating of the assemblies might be able to 

locally replace normative steel assemblies in existing buildings capable of omni-directional 
connections. 
iv

 Original tests decreased structural sizing as curvature increased while a second set of testing 

inverted this relationship whereby structural size increased as curvature increased. 
v
 These tools include Structural Draw, SSI Sap and SSI SAP Solver.  Downloads available at 

http://geometrygym.blogspot.com. 
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